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Why Soil and Minerals Have Little Influence. Soil and minerals have
little effect on the Khirghiz. The soil is excellent, but its use is limited to
grass, for the climate prevents the growth of crops. The mineral wealth
thus far discovered shows that some day it may be important, but isolation
has kept the Khirghiz so backward that they have not yet learned to use
the minerals of their mountains.
The Nature of the Climate. The Khirghiz are so remote from the
ocean that the winds have largely lost their moisture before penetrating
so far inland. Hence the lowlands are barren steppes. Fortunately what
little precipitation there is comes mainly in summer rather than winter,
but it is never enough to support agriculture. TKere, even more than in
other continental interiors of middle latitudes, the contrast between the
seasons is great, for the summers are steadily hot, whereas the winters are
long and bitterly cold with occasional fierce, wild gales.
Among the mountains the fall of snow and rain is much greater than
on the plains. In winter the mountains are so cold and snowy that no one
can live there. In summer they are cool and wet, but not unpleasant.
Frost may occur at night on the high plateaus even in July, and showers are
fairly common, but the bright clear days during much of the summer are
delightful.
How the Climate Determines the Vegetation. The plants that flourish
in a climate such as that of the Khirghiz are limited. In the dry lowland
plains there is a fairly good growth of short grass during the summer, but
it is the thin grass of the steppes and not the rich verdure of the prairies.
Where water is available for irrigation excellent crops can be grown, but
such places are too rare to support any great number of people. As one
passes from the treeless grassy steppes into the mountains a fringe of wil-
low trees is often seen beside the streams, but real forests begin only at a
height of perhaps 6,000 feet, where the rainfall is sufficient for tree growth.
Above that for about 2,000 feet the slopes are clothed with pine forests, but
the climate becomes too cold for trees and grass again predominates. This
time it is the beautiful thick, turfy, flower-studded grass of the alpine
heights, for which the cool, wet summer is ideal. In some places it grows
a foot or more tall and is full of daisies, red peonies, and other bright
flowers. Elsewhere it is shorter and spangled with thousands of wild
pansies. Finally, near the snowline, the grass gives place to lichens and
moss. Grass is the dominant vegetation of the home of the Khirghiz. No
other form of natural life is important, for wild animals, birds, and insects
play little part in people's daily routine.
How Man Responds to the Environment: Grasslands. In such an en-
vironment what mode of life should we expect? In other words, how is
man to get a living? Since grass is the chief resource, the best way is to

